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5.788 insurance
compensation
claims; on July 1, 1921, the account
stands 67,000 pending compensation
claims and 3,025 pending insurance
claims, while during that period of
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66,268 new claims have been filed
with the bureau.
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F. W. Galbraith jr., memory
members of the
147th Infantry, Colonel Galbraith's
command in France, have applied for a
charter for an American Legion
post at j
C;ncinnati, to be known as Frederick
W. Galbraith Post.
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Ail news in The Tribune is kept as concise
as consistent with completeness.
The news of the world, nation and city will
be found every day in The Tribune.plus the
news of art, music and the drama.
Then for the business man there is the com¬
plete financial department, the page of busi¬
ness news, the shipping and
foreign trade
pages and the real estate department, with its
reports on building and construction.
Topping off the news of the World, Arts and
Business are the cartoons and other features
that distinguish The Tribune.
Furthermore, the advertising columns are
filled with the offerings of National and Local
Merchants who recognize the value of a news¬
paper whose advertising columns are as clean
as its news and editorial columns.
That the news, editorial and advertising
contents of The Tribune afe finding favor with
its readers is proved by the 90,000 increase
in circulation in the last seven years.
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